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•   Sound is made up of vibrations, or sound waves,  
that we can hear. 

•   These sound waves are formed by objects vibrating 
(shaking back and forth).  

•   Sound waves travel through air, water, and solid 
objects as vibrations. 

•   When they reach our ears, these waves make  
the delicate skin of the eardrums vibrate.  

•   An instrument creates sound when part of it  
vibrates rapidly.

A drum makes noise by vibrating and so do your vocal 
chords. Can you list three other things that make noise 
by vibrating?

1.

2.

3.
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A kazoo is an instrument that makes sound when 
you hum into it.  So, if you can hum a tune, you can 
play a kazoo!

An ordinary kazoo also has a small sheet of tissue paper 
inside it and humming into the kazoo causes that paper 
to vibrate, making a buzzing sound. Kazoos are like drums 
(like the Bodhrán Ray showed you in the lesson), because 
they make sound by vibrating stretched material.

You will need: A wide comb with lots of teeth on it, 
tissue paper or greaseproof paper, a safety scissors. 

1    First, you’ll need  square of tissue paper, less than 
20cm wide, to place around the comb. Crepe paper  
or greaseproof paper works best. Fold the square  
of paper in half.

2   Next, place the comb inside the folded paper  
so the teeth are pointing away from the fold.

3   If the length of the paper is wider than the comb,  
cut off the extra paper from the sides.

4   Now you have your instrument, you’re ready to 
perform! Play your comb kazoo by holding the comb 
by the edge, placing the fold of the paper to your lips 
and humming (just blowing won’t make any sound).

Create A Comb Kazoo 


